
GET INVOLVED .
We stand behind a best-in-market IRR in our  
one-of-a-kind multifamily housing projects.

1     Schedule a Call to Inquire About Our  
Latest Equity Opportunities

2     Deploy Capital that Makes a Real Difference 
for Families, Communities and Your Legacy

3     Sit Back and Watch Your Investment Multiply 
While Creating a Social and Environmental 
Impact

RIGHT TIME . RIGHT TEAM .

ADDRESS: 3553 Atlantic Ave, #306G, Long Beach, CA 90807

PHONE: 310-465-8022

EMAIL: curt@rantagroup.com

WEBSITE: www.rantagroup.com

Curt Ranta | Founder
Curt has over 20 years experience as a 
Realtor, Investor and Developer with over  
70 projects completed.

Glenn Fick | Partner
Glenn is a General Contractor with 20 years of 
experience in project engineering, multifamily 
development and commercial roofing.

LinkedIn YouTube

SCHEDULE  
A CALL

MEET THE 
TEAM

Advantages 1  and 2  

ACHIEVE TWO GOALS WITH ONE INVESTMENT:  
HIGH YIELDS AND APPRECIATION .
The two most important goals of real estate investing, growth and income, can be 

achieved with our build-to-core investment strategy. Our multifamily projects create 

substantial value to equity through the development process. Ranta Group’s goal is 

to provide an 18%+ IRR at stabilization for our equity partners.

The 6 Advantages of Investing in  
Build-to-Core, Modular Apartments 
with Ranta Group

Guided by an impact-driven mission, Ranta Group believes a build-to-core strategy with modular, multifamily 

housing is the best opportunity to provide a solution to the housing crisis in Los Angeles without sacrificing 

returns. Our innovative strategy supports our mission of providing affordable, healthy, energy efficient housing 

for mixed-income tenants. Build-to-core real estate is created from the ground up (“build”) and then held 

(“core”) for the long-term. This investment strategy offers six great investment advantages for our partners.

Advantage 6  

RECYCLE YOUR INVESTMENT .
Cash in the bank costs you returns. We aim to complete a new project every  

2 years and return 60-90% of that principle upon stabilization which can be 

reinvested into our next quarterly project start. With the Ranta Group, you  

can avoid having cash drag with idle funds and recycle your capital quickly  

to maximize returns.

Advantage 5  

ENJOY LONG-TERM TAX EFFICIENCIES .
Unlike a ground up development project that is sold on completion, a build-to-core 

strategy avoids capital gains taxes by retaining the property long term. Our build-

to-core strategy offers many other opportunities for structuring smart, long-term tax 

efficiencies. We take the time to explore all advantages available for each project  

and work with our partners to optimize the best structure.

Advantage 4  

BUILD DOWNSIDE PROTECTION .
A high degree of investment risk lies in the things we can’t control. We can 

underwrite so many aspects of a deal but market forces can ultimately out-

compete the most disciplined investor. However, as a vertically integrated 

developer, the development spread (created equity) can act as a cushion  

to mitigate downside loss against unexpected market forces.

Advantage 3  

ENTER HOT MARKETS AT A BETTER BASIS .
Markets like Los Angeles, where existing product is trading above replacement cost, 

allow investors to buy in at a better cost basis. The basis is further discounted with 

our modular building strategy in a city with a shortfall of 500,000+ affordable units. 

Our ideal development spread (total cost to stabilized market value) is at least 20%.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/curtranta/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eig-NXZE7AM
https://meetings.hubspot.com/curt-ranta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eig-NXZE7AM

